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Master the increasingly complex feature set of the latest release of Microsoft SQL Server with the information in Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Programming. Review the new features of SQL Server that will be of interest to you as an experienced developer and move on to more detailed, practical code examples. Learn how to write complex queries, build different types of data structures, improve application speed and performance, manage advanced scripting and errors, and design advanced databases the latest edition of this valuable programming guide.    

   By incorporating significant improvements to the core components of the database engine, Microsoft SQL Server 2008 will change the way you build database applications. Written by one of the leading authorities on SQL Server, Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Programming will help you master this increasingly complex feature set so that you can manage data more efficiently.
    Robert Vieira discusses the new features of SQL Server 2008 and progresses to more detailed, practical code examples. He then shows you how to write complex queries, build different data structures, and improve application performance. Plus, you'll discover how to manage advanced scripting and databases, as well as how to identify and correct scripting errors.    

    This book provides you with the information you need to quickly create and deploy data-driven solutions to meet your business needs. It covers everything from the new data types and indexing structures to the manageability features and advanced time zone handling so that you can get the most out of your database.    

    What you will learn from this book    

    

	Techniques for taking data design beyond normalization      
	
        Ways to ensure that your application is running at optimum speed      

    
	
        All about stored procedures and user defined functions      

    
	
        Advanced methods for handling stored procedures      

    
	
        How to utilize Reporting Services and Integration Services      

    
	
        Tips for making your database more secure      

    
	
        How to take advantage of XML and XQuery support      

    
	
        Steps for modifying specific data values to perform speculative analysis      

    


    Who this book is for
    

This book is for experienced SQL Server developers who want to learn how to take advantage of all the new features in the latest release.    

    Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.    

       About the Author
   

Experiencing his first infection with computing fever in 1978, Rob Vieira knew right away that this was something ‘‘really cool.’’ In 1980 he began immersing himself into the computing world more fully — splitting time between building and repairing computer kits, and programming in BASIC as well as Z80 and 6502 assembly. In 1983, he began studies for a degree in Computer Information Systems, but found the professional mainframe environment too rigid for his tastes and dropped out in 1985 to pursue other interests. Later that year, he caught the "PC bug" and began the long road of programming in database languages from dBase to SQL Server. Rob completed a degree in business administration in 1990 and since has typically worked in roles that allow him to combine his unique knowledge of business and computing. Beyond his bachelor’s degree, he has been certified as a Certified Management Accountant (CMA); Microsoft Certified as a Solutions Developer (MCSD), Trainer (MCT), and Database Administrator (MCDBA); and even had a brief stint certified as an EmergencyMedical Technician (EMT).

Rob is currently the Database Team Lead for Stockamp, a Huron Consulting Group practice. He has published six books on SQL Server development      
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Multiprocessor Systems-on-Chips (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
Wolf and Jerraya have struck a delicate balance in the presentation of a specialized body of knowledge that is highly detailed and topic-specific, yet sufficiently wide-ranging to reflect the overall concept of an MPSOC as the next logical step in integrated complex system design. The text provides an eminently accessible and practical view of the...
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Arctic Energy and Social SustainabilityPalgrave Pivot, 2018

	
		In recent years the Arctic has become the focus of political, popular and scholarly debates around the future of our world’s Energy. Increasing consumption, dwindling reserves, climate warming and developing technologies are expected to push energy-related activities ever further into the previously inaccessible north. Within this...
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Human Rights Practices during Financial CrisesPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	From the Great Depression in the twentieth century to the Great Recession in the twenty-first, systemic banking crises have been a recurring problem for both developing and developed countries. This book offers a human rights perspective on financial crises vis-à-vis low-income and least developed countries.  It systematically...
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Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Fundamentals: Develop real-world applications powered by the latest AI advancesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create AI applications in Python and lay the foundations for your career in data science 

	
		Key Features

		
			Practical examples that explain key machine learning algorithms
	
			Explore neural networks in detail with interesting examples
	
			Master core AI concepts with...
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The Big OrdealRiver Grove Books, 2021

	Coping with cancer is hard. It is an emotional ordeal as well as a physical one, with known and somewhat predictable psychological responses. And yet, patients often feel isolated and alone when dealing with the stress, anxiety, depression, and existential crises so typical with a cancer diagnosis.The Big Ordeal, written in collaboration with a...
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Adobe Creative Suite 2 How-Tos: 100 Essential TechniquesAdobe Press, 2005
The fully updated Adobe Creative Suite 2 Premium software  (which includes Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, GoLive, and Acrobat) is a  unified design environment. The Creative Suite 2 enables you to realize your  ideas anywherein print, on the Web, or on mobile devices, and this info-packed  guide lets users get right down to...
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